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Abstract
Inbreeding results from the mating of related individuals and may be associated with
reduced fitness because it brings together deleterious variants in one individual. In
general, inbreeding is estimated with respect to an arbitrary base population consist-
ing of ancestors that are assumed unrelated. We herein propose a model-based
approach to estimate and characterize individual inbreeding at both global and local
genomic scales by assuming the individual genome is a mosaic of homozygous-by-
descent (HBD) and non-HBD segments. The HBD segments may originate from
ancestors tracing back to different periods in the past defining distinct age-related
classes. The lengths of the HBD segments are exponentially distributed with class-
specific parameters reflecting that inbreeding of older origin generates on average
shorter stretches of observed homozygous markers. The model is implemented in a
hidden Markov model framework that uses marker allele frequencies, genetic dis-
tances, genotyping error rates and the sequences of observed genotypes. Note that
genotyping errors, low-fold sequencing or genotype-by-sequencing data are easily
accommodated under this framework. Based on simulations under the inference
model, we show that the genomewide inbreeding coefficients and the parameters
of the model are accurately estimated. In addition, when several inbreeding classes
are simulated, the model captures them if their ages are sufficiently different. Com-
plementary analyses, either on data sets simulated under more realistic models or
on human, dog and sheep real data, illustrate the range of applications of the
approach and how it can reveal recent demographic histories among populations
(e.g., very recent bottlenecks or founder effects). The method also allows to clearly
identify individuals resulting from extreme consanguineous matings.
K E YWORD S
hidden Markov models, homozygosity-by-descent, identity-by-descent, inbreeding, runs of
homozygosity
1 | INTRODUCTION
With his pioneering work on self-fertilization, Darwin early noticed
that mating relatives generally leads to offspring with a reduced fit-
ness (Darwin, 1876). This phenomenon now referred to as inbreed-
ing depression may mostly result from an increased homozygosity
for (recessive) deleterious variants although a lack of heterozygosity
at loci displaying heterozygous advantage (overdominance) might
also be involved (Charlesworth & Willis, 2009). Accordingly, popula-
tions displaying high levels of individual inbreeding show a higher
prevalence of monogenic disorders (e.g., Charlier et al., 2008) or
complex diseases (e.g., Rudan et al., 2003). Inbreeding depression
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can thus increase the risk of extinction by reducing the population
growth rate (Hedrick & Kalinowski, 2000; Keller & Waller, 2002)
although it may be conversely favourable in some conditions by
purging deleterious variants from the population (Caballero, Bravo, &
Wang, 2017; Estoup et al., 2016). Assessing individual inbreeding is
then of paramount interest to improve the management of popula-
tions under conservation or selection, and from a more general evo-
lutionary perspective to better understand the genetic architecture
of inbreeding depression.
The first standard measure for the level of individual inbreeding
was introduced by Wright (1922) as the coefficient of inbreeding (F)
that he defined in terms of correlations between the parents uniting
gametes. Further, Malecot (1948) proposed an alternative and more
intuitive probabilistic interpretation of F as the probability that any
two genes each randomly sampled in the parents gametes are identi-
cal by descent (IBD), that is, are themselves derived from a common
ancestor. In practice, estimation of F has long been only feasible
using pedigree data and was hence limited to a few populations
where such information had been recorded. Nevertheless, pedigrees
remain usually limited to a few past generations leading to down-
ward bias in the estimates of F as remote relationships are ignored
(Keller, Visscher, & Goddard, 2011), and they might also contain a
non-negligible proportion of errors even in well-recorded domestic
breeds (Leroy et al., 2012). In addition, whatever the pedigree depth
and accuracy, pedigree-based estimates of F are only providing the
expected proportion of individual genomic inbreeding which might
departs from the actual genomic inbreeding due to mendelian sam-
pling and linkage (Hill & Weir, 2011). With the advent of next-gen-
eration sequencing and genotyping technologies, using genomic
information to estimate the (realized) individual inbreeding proved
particularly valuable (Wang, 2016) opening new avenues in the study
of inbreeding in a wider range of populations including wild ones as
genealogy is no more required (Hedrick & Garcia-Dorado, 2016; Kar-
dos, Taylor, Ellegren, Luikart, & Allendorf, 2016).
Genomic approaches to estimate F basically rely on the identity-
by-state (IBS) status of genotyped markers and may be divided in
two broad categories depending on whether or not they use linkage
map information. The first type of methods ranges from simple esti-
mates of individual heterozygosities (e.g., Szulkin, Bierne, & David,
2010) or homozygosities (e.g., Bjelland, Weigel, Vukasinovic, & Nkru-
mah, 2013) to more advanced approaches based on the estimation
of the realized genomic relationship matrix (VanRaden, 2008; Yang
et al., 2010) or moment-based estimators to correct for population
structure in the estimation of population allele frequencies (e.g.,
Manichaikul et al., 2010). Their accuracy depends strongly on the
number and informativeness of the genotyped markers (Kardos, Lui-
kart, & Allendorf, 2015), but they always remain global in the sense
that they can only capture the total amount of individual inbreeding.
With genetic map information, one may alternatively rely on the
identification of stretches of homozygous markers also referred to
runs of homozygosity (ROH) (e.g., McQuillan et al., 2008) to estimate
individual inbreeding at both a local genome scale and genomewide
(as the proportion of the genome contained in locally inbred regions).
ROH are indeed most often interpreted as homozygous-by-descent
(HBD) or autozygous segments, that is, made up of pairs of haplo-
types that were inherited from a common ancestor without recombi-
nation (and mutation) in neither of them via two different
genealogical paths. Assessing the distribution of ROH within individ-
ual genomes has thus become popular to characterize inbreeding in
a wide range of model species including humans (Kirin et al., 2010;
McQuillan et al., 2008; Pemberton et al., 2012), livestock (Bosse
et al., 2012; Ferencakovic et al., 2013) or wild populations (Kardos,
Qvarnstrom, & Ellegren, 2017). ROH also allow to distinguish
between recent and more ancient inbreeding (Kirin et al., 2010;
Pemberton et al., 2012; Purfield, Berry, McParland, & Bradley, 2012)
as HBD segments tracing back to more remote ancestors are
expected to be shorter because of a higher number of historical
recombination events (Thompson, 2013).
Several approaches have been proposed to identify HBD seg-
ments from stretches of homozygous markers. First, empirical rule-
based procedures aim at characterizing ROH over the genomes (as
proxies for HBD segments) and thus rely on the prior definition of
specific thresholds for their minimal number of homozygous markers
and segment length together with the maximum proportion of
allowed heterozygous markers (to allow for genotyping error). Bro-
man and Weber (1999) proposed a formal statistical approach to
assess the actual HBD status of the ROH they identified by account-
ing for population allele frequencies and genotyping error rates.
Elaborating on this earlier work, likelihood-based approaches were
further developed allowing in particular to compute a LOD score to
assess the strength of evidence in favour of autozygosity of genomic
windows through the genome, the size of the window being previ-
ously optimized (e.g., Kardos et al., 2017; Pemberton et al., 2012;
Wang, Haynes, Barany, & Ott, 2009). Alongside these window-based
approaches, Leutenegger et al. (2003) provided a full probabilistic
modelling of the IBD process along the chromosomes by developing
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to identify HBD segments. Such a
HMM framework allows to make use efficiently of the available
genetic information contained in the sequences of both homozygous
and heterozygous markers and the linkage maps. It can also easily
handle whole-genome sequence data (Narasimhan et al., 2016)
including those obtained from low-fold sequencing experiments
(Vieira, Albrechtsen, & Nielsen, 2016). Although powerful, these full
model-based approaches all rely on a two-states HMM considering
that each marker either belongs to an non-HBD or an HBD segment.
The transition probabilities between these two (hidden) states of
successive markers then depend on (i) their given genetic distances;
(ii) a parameter controlling the rate of changes per unit of genetic
distance; and (iii) the individual inbreeding coefficient. Considering
only two states (HBD or non-HBD) actually amounts to assuming
that all the HBD segments within a given individual have the same
expected length. In other words, all the individual inbreeding is
assumed to originate from one or several ancestors living in a single
generation in the past (with genealogical paths of equal length).
However, in both natural and domesticated populations, the sources
of individual inbreeding are multiple, as they are all related to their
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usually complex past demographic history, making such a hypothesis
of a single inbreeding event highly unrealistic. As a result, all individ-
uals carry HBD chromosome segments from ancestors across a wide
range of numbers of generations into the past (with genealogical
paths of varying number of generations). Such HBD segments of dif-
ferent origins should be modelled with different transition probabili-
ties.
We herein propose to extend previous two-states HMM by con-
sidering several classes for HBD segments. For each HBD class, the
length of HBD segments (in Morgan) is assumed exponentially dis-
tributed with a distinct rate that is related to the age of the inbreed-
ing event (the higher the rate, the shorter the HBD segments and
the older the inbreeding event). This new model that actually corre-
sponds to an exponential mixture model allows to provide a better
fit to individual genetic data (either genotyping or sequencing data)
and to refine the genomic partitioning of inbreeding into stretches
of HBD segments from possibly different ancestral origins. To evalu-
ate the accuracy of the methods, we carried out comprehensive sim-
ulation studies. In addition, three real data sets from human, dog and
sheep populations were analysed in more detail to illustrate the
range of application of the methods. As a by-product of this study, a
freely available program, named ZOOROH, was developed to imple-
ment inferences under the model.
2 | THE MODELS
In the following, we describe our HMM to model individual genomes
as mixtures of HBD and non-HBD segments. We first consider a
model with only two states (one HBD or autozygous class and one
non-HBD class) and then describe the extension of the model to
combine several HBD classes with varying expected HBD segment
lengths. To deal with the specificities of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) data (whole-genome sequencing, low-fold sequencing, geno-
type by sequencing) that may provide less accurate genotype call
than SNP chip arrays, we also propose alternative emission probabil-
ity functions that integrate over the uncertainties of each possible
genotype.
As in previous similar studies (e.g., Leutenegger et al., 2003), it
should be noticed that the genetic map is assumed to be known
without error in the HMM specification. The model further relies on
a one-order Markov process to define the transition probabilities
between successive hidden states. Such a model has been shown to
represent a good approximation of the HBD process along the gen-
ome when there is no interference between recombination locations
(Lander & Green, 1987; Leutenegger et al., 2003; Thompson, 2008).
2.1 | The two–states model (1R model)
We start by describing a simplified HMM that models the transmis-
sion of chromosomes from ancestors present G generations in the
past to an individual from the current generation (each having 2G
possible ancestors: two parents, four grandparents, etc.). The
paternal and maternal chromosomes of the individual each descend
from a distinct set of NH = 2
G ancestor haplotypes and can hence
be described as a mosaic of these haplotypes. To describe this pro-
cess, we can follow Mott, Talbot, Turri, Collins, and Flint (2000)
that proposed a HMM to model chromosomes of terminal lines as
a mosaic of founder lines. The probability to descend from a given
ancestor haplotype at the marker position Ml1 is 1/NH, and the
number of recombinations on the path from the ancestors to the
individual between two adjacent markers Ml1 and Ml separated by
tl Morgans (l > 1) is distributed as a Poisson random variable with
mean Gtl (Mott et al., 2000). In the context of HBD modelling, we
are interested in the pair of inherited haplotypes and their IBD
relationship (they either form HBD or non-HBD segments). In total,
there are N2H possible pairs of ancestor haplotypes and the number
of recombinations on both paths between the two adjacent mark-
ers Ml1 and Ml is distributed as a Poisson random variable with
mean 2Gtl. This means that in the current generation, the length of
a diploid segment inherited by an individual without ancestry
change (i.e., without recombination in both genealogical paths to
the ancestor(s) living G generations ago) is exponentially distributed
with rate R = 2G (i.e., with expected mean equal to 1/R Morgans).
R will be referred to as the rate of ancestry change in our model.
Under this model, for a given (diploid) individual and chromosome,
the maternally and paternally inherited haplotypes each consist of a
mosaic of segments originating from a distinct set of NH ancestor
haplotypes that defines in turn a mosaic of either HBD (where
maternally and paternally haplotype segments are IBD) or non-HBD
segments. Over the whole individual genome, the proportion q of
inherited haplotype pairs that are IBD is closely related to the indi-
vidual inbreeding coefficient F defined as the probability that two
genes randomly sampled in the paternal and maternal gametes are
IBD (i.e., that a randomly chosen position in the genome belongs
to an HBD segment).
Capitalizing on these definitions, the 1R model now assumes that
the genome is partitioned in either HBD and non-HBD tracts that
actually correspond to the two hidden states (K = 2) of the HMM.
Let Sl denote the (hidden) state of Ml with Sl = 1 and Sl = K = 2 if Ml
lies within an HBD and a non-HBD segment, respectively. The four
transition probabilities between the hidden states of every pairs of
consecutive markers are then defined as:
P½Sl ¼ 1 j Sl1 ¼ 1 ¼ eRtl þ ð1 eRtl Þq
P½Sl ¼ 1 j Sl1 ¼ 2 ¼ ð1 eRtl Þq
P½Sl ¼ 2 j Sl1 ¼ 2 ¼ eRtl þ ð1 eRtl Þð1 qÞ
P½Sl ¼ 2 j Sl1 ¼ 1 ¼ ð1 eRtl Þð1 qÞ
8><
>: (1)
The term eRtl represents the probability that there is no recom-
bination on both genealogical paths between two consecutive mark-
ers Ml1 and Ml (i.e., the HBD status remains the same). Similarly,
1 eRtl is the probability that the pair of inherited haplotypes
changes between the two consecutive markers (as a result of recom-
bination). In that case, the new pair of inherited haplotypes is either
HBD (with probability q) or non-HBD (with probability 1  q) irre-
spective of the previous state. Because consecutive pairs of inher-
ited haplotypes might belong to the same state (with probability q
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and 1  q), the overall lengths of tracts of consecutive markers
belonging to the HBD or to the non-HBD class have expected
means equal to 1=ðRð1 qÞÞ and 1=ðRqÞ, respectively. This model is
an approximation of the inheritance of HBD segments, and real pedi-
grees are far more complex. In particular, transition probabilities are
not so simple and depend on the position in the genealogy of the
haplotypes inherited at marker Ml1 (e.g., Druet & Farnir, 2011).
Consequently, R is not strictly identical to the size (in generations) of
the inbreeding loop connecting the two haplotypes of a HBD seg-
ment (approximately equal to 2G for an ancestor living G generations
ago).
The proposed transition probabilities are identical to those used
by Leutenegger et al. (2003) and Vieira et al. (2016). Leutenegger
et al. (2003) showed that this HMM is a good approximation of the
HBD process and that q can actually be interpreted as a measure of
the individual inbreeding coefficient F (Leutenegger et al., 2003). It
corresponds indeed to the marginal equilibrium HBD probability
(Thompson, 2008). In these studies, the transition rate R determines
the rate of change between the two states in units of genetic dis-
tance (Thompson, 2008) and is such that mean length of HBD and
non-HBD segments are equal to 1=ðRð1 qÞÞ and 1=ðRqÞ, respec-
tively (Leutenegger et al., 2003). Although this rate depends on time
to common ancestor(s) (Vieira et al., 2016), it is not equal to the
generational age of HBD as illustrated by Leutenegger et al. (2003)
and Leutenegger, Sahbatou, Gazal, Cann, and Genin (2011) for a few
examples.
2.2 | Extension to multistate models (KR models)
With a unique HBD class, the 1R model described above considers
that all the HBD segments have approximately the same age either
because they originate from a single ancestor (one strong inbreed-
ing event) or from multiple ancestors in the same generation (e.g.,
during a bottleneck). Population history might however lead to far
more complex patterns and common ancestors tracing back to dif-
ferent generations are probably present in all finite populations
(e.g., Kardos et al., 2017). This is probably frequent in small popula-
tions, in populations under strong selection or in endangered popu-
lations with declining size. We therefore propose to extend the
model to KHBD different HBD classes, each characterized by their
own mixing coefficient qc and rate Rc (c 2 ð1;KIBDÞ). For a given
state c, the HBD segment length (in Morgan) is assumed exponen-
tially distributed with a mean equal to 1=ðRcð1 qcÞÞ. Hence, larger
values of Rc are associated with smaller HBD tracks which might
be interpreted as more ancient inbreeding events coming from
more remote ancestors. For a constant mixing coefficient qc, dou-
bling the rate Rc of the HBD class amounts to halve the expected
HBD segment length (corresponding to approximately two times
more generations of recombinations). As mentioned above, because
the rates of HBD states (Rc) are related (but not equal) to the
length of the inbreeding loop (in generations), this extension to
multiple HBD states can be considered as a qualitative age-related
classification of HBD segments.
For the sake of generality, wemay include several non-HBD classes,
but in the present study, we only used one non-HBD class labelled K
(i.e., the total number of classes K = KHBD + 1) with a mixing proportion
qK and a change rate RK. The transition probabilities between the hid-
den states Sl1 and Sl of two adjacent lociMl1 andMl read:
P½Sl ¼ a j Sl1 ¼ b ¼ e
Ratl þ ð1 eRatl Þqa if a ¼ b
ð1 eRbtl Þqa if a 6¼ b

(2)
where a 2 ð1;KÞ and b 2 ð1;KÞ represent the identifier of the K dif-
ferent states (recalling that K also represents the non-HBD state). It
is important to note that when K = 2, that is, we only consider two
states (KHBD = 1 state and one non-HBD), the 2R model is slightly
different than the 1R model as the two states are not constrained to
have the same rate R.
2.3 | Emission probabilities and extension to NGS
data
To complete the specification of the HMM, we need to specify the
emission probabilities, that is, the probabilities of the data Yl
observed at each marker Ml given the underlying state Sl of the seg-
ment that might either be HBD (Sl 6¼ K) or non-HBD (Sl = K). Let Il
represent the number of alleles observed for marker Ml (in the rest
of the study, we only considered bi-allelic SNPs i.e., Il = 2 for all l)
and Ali the corresponding alleles (i 2 ð1; IlÞ). Depending on the tech-
nology and the analyses performed, Yl then either consists of (i) a
genotype AliAlj (where i 2 ð1; IlÞ and j 2 ð1; IlÞ) among the
Jl ¼ IlðIl þ 1Þ=2 possible genotypes; or (ii) a vector of likelihoods
P½YljAliAlj for each possible genotype as provided by a genotype
calling model as implemented within standard and popular softwares
such as GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) or SAMTOOLS (Li et al., 2009). This
allows to account for the genotype uncertainty which is highly rec-
ommended when dealing with NGS, particularly with low-fold
sequencing data.
2.4 | Emission probabilities for genotyping data
Let pli be the population allele frequency of allele Ali which is
assumed to be known. If Ml belongs to a HBD segment (Sl 6¼ K), we
define the emission probabilities of the genotype AliAlj as follows:
P AliAlj j Sl 6¼ K; pli; 
  ¼ ð1 Þpli if i ¼ j2
IlðIl1Þ if i 6¼ j

(3)
where  is the probability (assumed to be known) to observe a
heterozygous marker when Ml belongs to a HBD segment either
resulting from a genotyping error or a recent mutation. In other
words, we assume that the vast majority of the polymorphic markers
were segregating in the population before the common ancestors of
the HBD segments and thus interpret recent mutations as genotyp-
ing errors. For non-HBD segments (tracing back to much more
ancient ancestors), each genotype emission probabilities are derived
assuming Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and disregarding geno-
typing error (or mutation):
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P AliAlj j Sl ¼ K; pli; plj
  ¼ p2li if i ¼ j
2pliplj if i 6¼ j

(4)
Note that these emission probabilities slightly differ from those
considered in Leutenegger et al. (2003).
2.5 | Emission probabilities for genotype likelihood
data
To account for genotype uncertainty, emission probabilities are
obtained by integrating over all the possible genotypes:





P AliAlj j Sl 6¼ K
 









where P½AliAljjSl 6¼ K and P½AliAljjSl ¼ K are as defined in equation 3
above (the error term e then mostly capturing the effect of recent
mutations). This modelling is similar to that recently proposed by
Vieira et al. (2016).
3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 | Inference
3.1.1 | Estimation of model parameters
Assuming the population allele frequencies (pli) of each marker Ml
and the error term  are known, the set of parameters Θ that needs
to be estimated for the defined HBD and non-HBD classes consists
of their mixing proportions q and their rates R. Therefore, Θ consists
of two parameters (q and one rate R) for the 1R model and 2K
parameters for a multiclasses KR model (with KHBD = K  1 inbreed-
ing classes). For multiple HBD models, we alternatively consider
reducing the parameter space by predefining the rates Rk of the K
classes leading to only estimate the K mixing proportions qk (here-
after called MixKR model). For all the models, parameter estimation
was achieved with the Expectation–Maximization (EM) algorithm
known as the Baum—Welch algorithm that is very popular in the
HMM literature (Rabiner, 1989). The program ZOOROH implementing
the algorithm for the different models is freely available at https://
github.com/tdruet/ZooRoH. Unless otherwise stated, model parame-
ters were estimated with 1,000 iterations of the EM algorithm and
setting  ¼ 0:001 and  ¼ 0 when analysing real and simulated (with-
out genotyping errors) data sets, respectively. Marker allele frequen-
cies were estimated by the program on the analysed samples.
3.1.2 | Estimation of the realized local
(locus-specific) inbreeding (/l)
The Baum-Welch algorithm allows to estimate the local state prob-
abilities that correspond in our case to the K probabilities
PðSl ¼ cj bH;YÞ that the two chromosome segments belong to the
HBD class c (c 2 ð1;KHBDÞ) or to the non-HBD class (c = K) at the
marker Ml position given the estimated parameter set bH and the
observed genetic data Y. These probabilities can be used to esti-
mate both the realized genomewide (over all the markers) and local
(for each and every marker) inbreeding. Indeed, genetic data allow
to directly infer the realized IBD status between the maternal and
paternal chromosomes from a given individual at each locus in the
genome and over the whole genome as opposed to pedigree-based
inbreeding estimates that only infer the corresponding expected
IBD status. More precisely, the local estimate b/ l of the realized
inbreeding at marker Ml is defined as the probability that this mar-
ker lies in a HBD segment and may thus be computed by summing




P Sl ¼ cj bH;Y  (6)
3.1.3 | Estimation of the realized inbreeding
associated with each HBD class (FðcÞG ) and the
genomewide inbreeding (FG)
As above, the inbreeding bFðcÞG associated with HBD class c
(c 2 ð1;KHBDÞ) can be defined as the proportion of the genome
belonging to the class c and is estimated as the average of the corre-
sponding local state probabilities over all the L locus:
bF ðcÞG ¼ 1L
XL
l¼1
P Sl ¼ c j bH;Y  (7)
Finally, the genomewide estimate of the realized individual
inbreeding coefficient bFG is simply the average over the genome of




b/ l ¼ XKHBD
c¼1
bFðcÞG (8)
3.1.4 | Model assessment
Because the optimal number of states (KHBD or K) is usually
unknown, we may be interested in characterizing, for a given data
set, the strength of evidence for alternative number of states. To
that end, we relied on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) which
is a standard criterion for model selection among a finite set of mod-
els and was computed as follows:
BIC ¼ 2 ln P Y j bH  þ np lnðLÞ (9)
where P Yj bH  is the maximum of the likelihood function obtained
with the estimated parameters bH (computed with the forward algo-
rithm (Rabiner, 1989)), L is the number of markers and np is the num-
ber of independent parameters, that is, np = 2K  1 for a KR model
(with K  1 HBD classes) and np = K  1 for a MixKR model (be-
cause the K mixing coefficients are constrained to sum to 1.0).
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3.2 | Simulated data sets
3.2.1 | Simulation under the inference model
The model was first tested by simulating data under the inference
model. We simulated genotyping data at bi-allelic markers (SNPs) for
500 individuals considering a genome that consisted of 25 chromo-
somes of 100 cM length (i.e., 100 Mb length assuming a cM to Mb
ratio of 1). The marker density was set to 10, 100 or 1,000 evenly
spaced SNPs per cM (i.e., 25,000, 250,000 or 2,500,000 SNPs in
total). When simulating data under the 1R inference model, the indi-
vidual genome is a mosaic of either HBD or non-HBD segments
whose length is exponentially distributed with the same rate equal
to the simulated R. For each chromosome in turn, we successively
generated consecutive segments by sampling their length in the cor-
responding exponential distribution and randomly declaring them as
HBD or non-HBD with a probability q and 1  q (where q repre-
sents the simulated mixing coefficients). The process stops when the
cumulative length of the simulated segments was greater than
100 cM (the last simulated segment being trimmed to obtain a chro-
mosome length exactly equal to 100 cM). Under the multistates
model with several HBD classes, simulations were performed
sequentially with successive waves of inbreeding. We started by
simulating the most ancient HBD class with the process described
above. Then, each new HBD class was simulated similarly (with its
own Ri and qi) except that new inbreeding (HBD) masked previous
classes whereas non-HBD segments did not change previously simu-
lated states.
To simulate genotyping data, we first randomly sampled for each
SNP the population frequency of an arbitrarily chosen reference
allele either (i) from an empirical distribution derived from real cattle
genotyping SNP assay and WGS data (Fig. S1) or (ii) from a
(U-Shaped) distribution bð0:2;0:2Þ that mimics NGS data (Fig. S1).
We further refer to these two different allele frequency spectrum
(AFS) as (i) array-like AFS and ii) NGS-like AFS, respectively. Given
the simulated HBD status of the segments on which each SNP lie
(see above), we used these sampled allele frequencies to simulate
SNP genotypes as described for the emission probabilities above
(eqs. 3 and 4) with  ¼ 0 (without genotyping errors). Subsequently,
we set either  ¼ 0:001 or  ¼ 0:01 to introduce random genotyping
errors (changing one genotype to one of the two other genotypes)
and to evaluate the robustness of the models.
To simulate low-fold sequencing data (50 individuals), we sam-
pled at each marker a number of reads t according to a Poisson dis-
tribution with mean k (the average coverage). For homozygote
genotypes (simulated as described above), the t sampled reads
always carried the same allele (no sequencing error) and for
heterozygotes, we used a binomial distributions (with parameters t
and 1/2 to sample the read counts for the two possible alleles. We
then considered for each simulated SNP l the read counts tl1 and tl2
observed for each of the two alleles to derive the three genotype
likelihoods of the three genotypes Al1Al1, Al1Al2 and Al2Al2 following
Li, Willer, Ding, Scheet, and Abecasis (2010) (with the per base
sequencing error set to 0):
P Yl jAl1Al1½  ¼ 1tl10tl2
P Yl jAl1Al2½  ¼ 12
 tl1þtl2
P Yl jAl2Al2½  ¼ 1tl20tl1
8<
: (10)
To assess the impact of variable local recombination rates s (per
Mb) that may typically be disregarded when converting physical to
genetic distances with an average genomewide cM to Mb ratio, we
performed simulations where each 100 Mb chromosome (among the
25 simulated ones) was divided into small segments (10,000 of
10 kb or 1,000 of 100 kb) with varying s values. In a first scenario, s
was set to 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.010, 0.020, 0.050 and 0.100 for a
proportion of 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.24, 0.10, 0.04 and 0.02 of the seg-
ments (that were randomly assigned to their respective category). In
other scenarios, the values of s were randomly set to 0.001, 0.010
or 0.100 with probability equal to 0.40, 0.56 and 0.04. In all the
cases, the value of s varied over two orders of magnitude (from
0.001 to 0.100), but the overall average genomewide recombination
rate remained equal to 0.01 per Mb (1 Mb corresponding to 1 cM).
We used the genetic map to simulate the alternation of HBD and
non-HBD segments as described above. Parameters and inbreeding
coefficients were then estimated using either the physical map (con-
sisting of evenly spaced markers) as an approximation of the genetic
map or the actual genetic map.
Finally, to assess the accuracies of the model estimation, we






ban  anj j (11)
where N is the number of simulated individuals, ban is the estimated
parameter value for individual n and an is the corresponding simu-
lated value.
3.2.2 | Simulations under a discrete-time
Wright–Fisher process
The inference model we used is based on hypotheses (exponential
distribution for HBD segment lengths, HWE in non-HBD states, etc.)
commonly used and that have been proven to work well (e.g.,
Leutenegger et al., 2003; Vieira et al., 2016). Still, we performed
additional simulations relying on population genetic models to obtain
simulated data less dependent on these assumptions. To that end,
we used the program ARGON (Palamara, 2016) that simulates data
under a discrete-time Wright-Fisher process.
With constant and large effective population size Ne, inbreeding
is expected to be low and to be spread over many generations. To
concentrate inbreeding in specific age classes, we simulated bottle-
necks keeping large Ne outside these events to reduce the noise
due to inbreeding coming from other generations. In the first sce-
nario WF1 (Fig. S2), we considered an ancestral population P0 with
a constant haploid effective population size equal to Ne0 = 20,000
that splits in two populations P1 and P2 at generation time Ts in
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the past with respective population sizes Ne1 = 10,000 or 100,000
(according to the scenario) and Ne2 = 10,000. During four genera-
tions centred around generation Tb  Ts in the past, P1 experi-
enced a bottleneck with an (haploid) effective population size equal
to Neb and recovered its initial size. Population P2 that always
maintains a constant size is actually used to select markers that
were also segregating in the ancestral population P0 (markers segre-
gating at MAF ⩾ 0.05 in both populations P1 and P2 were kept for
further analyses). The different simulation parameters are expected
to have various impacts on the distribution of inbreeding. For
instance for larger Ts, inbreeding tends to accumulate after the two
populations split and selected markers will have an older origin.
Similarly, the larger Ne1, the less inbreeding is accumulating outside
the bottleneck while with smaller Neb, more inbreeding is created
during the bottleneck. In total, 50 diploid individuals were simu-
lated in both populations P1 and P2 considering a genome that con-
sisted of a single chromosome of 250 cM length (i.e., 250 Mb
assuming a cM to Mb ratio of 1). The mutation rate was set to
l = 108 and we use the functionalities of ARGON to identify all the
HBD segments >10 kb and to obtain their ages (generation time of
the most recent common ancestor).
A second scenario WF2 (Fig. S3) was also considered for simula-
tions in which similar parameters were used, but the bottleneck
occurred at generation Tb = 20 and Ne1 was kept constant for subse-
quent and more recent generations (instead of returning to its initial
size as in scenario WF1). This scenario with a strong reduction of Ne
was aimed at mimicking livestock populations for which inbreeding is
expected to be mostly due to ancestors in the most recent genera-
tions.
In both scenarios, estimation of inbreeding was performed on
the 50 diploid individuals from population P1 and with a marker den-
sity of 100 SNPs per cM.
3.3 | Human, dog and sheep real data sets
For illustration purposes, we used publicly available genotyping data
from (i) the Human Genome Diversity Panel (HGDP) (Li et al., 2008)
as downloaded from ftp://ftp.cephb.fr/hgdp_supp10/Harvard_
HGDP-CEPH; (ii) the dog LUPA project (Vaysse et al., 2011) as
downloaded from http://dogs.genouest.org/SWEEP.dir/Supplementa
l.html; and (iii) the Sheep Diversity panel (Kijas et al., 2012) as down-
loaded from the WIDDE database (Sempere et al., 2015). We then
used the software PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) to process and filter the
genotyping data by removing individuals with a genotyping call rate
below 90%. As a result, the final data sets consisted 620,768,
164,064 and 47,365 SNPs in human, dog and sheep, respectively.
For each species, we restricted our analysis to a subset of six popu-
lations corresponding to (i) Karitiana (n = 13), Pima (n = 14), Melane-
sian (n = 11), Papuan (n = 17), French (n = 28) and Yoruba (n = 22)
in humans; (ii) Dobermann Pinschers (n = 25), Irish Wolfhounds
(n = 11), Jack Russell Terriers (n = 12), English Bulldogs (n = 13),
Border Terriers (n = 25) and Wolves (n = 12) for the dog data set;
and (iii) Soay (n = 110), Wiltshire (n = 23), Dorset Horn (n = 21),
Milk Lacaune (n = 103), Rasa Aragonesa (n = 22) and Rambouillet
(n = 102) in sheep.
4 | RESULTS
4.1 | Performance of the different models
4.1.1 | Analysing data simulated under the 1R
inference model
We first analysed individual genomes of 2,500 cM (with a marker
density of 10 SNPs per cM) that were simulated under the 1R infer-
ence model, that is, the simplest model. Depending on the two cho-
sen simulation parameters (rate parameter R and mixing proportion
q), these individual genomes thus consisted of a mosaic of HBD and
non-HBD segments (in proportions q and 1  q, respectively) that
both originated from the same ancestral generation. In total, we
analysed with the 1R, the 2R, the 3R and the 4R models, 500 indi-
viduals per simulated scenarios, considering in total 33 different sce-
narios representatives of a wide range of values for both R (from
R = 2 to R = 256) and q (from q = 0.0075 to q = 0.5). As mentioned
in the Model section above, under the 1R model that was used for
these simulations, q is highly similar to the realized individual
inbreeding coefficient FG. Strictly speaking, q is the proportion of
segments belonging to the HBD class (see Section 2) and FG is the
proportion of markers lying in HBD segments. The results obtained
from the analyses under the 1R model are detailed in Table 1 for 20
different scenarios. In addition, Tables S1 and S2 give the results
from the analyses under all the four models (1R, 2R, 3R and 4R) for
all the 33 different scenarios.
Overall, estimates of both model parameters (bR and bq) and indi-
vidual inbreeding FG obtained under the 1R model (Tables 1 and S1)
were found virtually unbiased and quite accurate (small MAE) irre-
spective of the considered scenarios. As expected, the 1R model
performed even better when the number of HBD segments was
higher and these were longer (smaller R) as more SNPs are available
for their identification. For instance, for a given simulated q (e.g.,
q ’ FG ¼ 0:100), the MAE of cFG increased with larger simulated R
(e.g., from 1.1 9 103 when R = 16 to 4.6 9 103 when R = 256).
The performance of the 1R model to estimate local inbreeding (/l)
was further evaluated by computing the corresponding MAE either
for all the SNPs ( b/l ) or for the SNPs lying within HBD segments only
( d/
lHBD
) (Tables 1 and S1). Note that for every simulated SNP l, the
actual /l value is known (i.e., /l = 0 or /l = 1 if the SNPs is within a
non-HBD or a HBD segment, respectively). Hence, if the model per-
forms well and all the /l are accurately estimated (i.e., b/l close to 0
or 1 for SNPs within a non-HBD or a HBD segment, respectively),
the MAE of b/l should be close to 0. The MAE of b/l are larger than
0 when SNPs lying in non-HBD segments have a nonzero probability
to be HBD, or vice versa. Besides, inspecting the d/
lHBD
MAE
allows to restrict attention to the prediction accuracy of truly HBD
segments. As shown in Table 1, when inbreeding is recent (R < 32,
i.e. average length of HBD segments >3 cM), MAE for both b/l and
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d/
lHBD
are close to 0 indicating that both HBD and non-HBD posi-
tions are correctly identified with a high support. Also, at constant
level of overall (simulated) inbreeding (e.g., q ’ FG ¼ 0:125), the
accuracy decreases with higher value of R (e.g., from 1.0 9 102
when R = 4 to 2.1 9 102 when R = 8 for the d/
lHBD
MAE). When
considering more ancient (and/or) lower simulated inbreeding values,
the d/
lHBD
MAE increased faster than the overall b/l MAE. This indi-
cates that there is not enough information (number of SNPs per
HBD segments) to confidently classify some positions, in particular
those within (i) short HBD segments; (ii) long stretches of markers
homozygous by chance; or (iii) segments boundaries. It is however
important to notice that the local inbreeding estimates b/l always
remained very well calibrated, that is, for any p 2 ð0;1Þ, the propor-
tion of SNPs truly lying within HBD segments among the SNPs withb/l ’ p was close to p (Fig. S4). Accordingly, and as mentioned
above, the global estimators of individual inbreeding (FG) and the
model parameters (q and R) remained accurate (Table 1).
As shown in Table S1, the estimates of R for the HBD class
under the 2R model started to be substantially biased for scenario
with R ≥ 128. More interestingly, the performances of the 2R model
(Table S1) and both the 3R and 4R models (Table S2) were highly
similar to those of the 1R model for the estimation of both genome-
wide (FG) and local (/l) individual inbreeding.
4.1.2 | Analysing simulated data with several
underlying HBD classes
We further evaluated the performances of the different models on
simulated data sets with more than one class for the underlying
HBD segments, that is, for which inbreeding originated from several
sources of different ages and contributions to the overall inbreeding.
We detail hereafter the analyses of individual genomes of 2,500 cM
(with a marker density of 10 SNPs per cM) that were simulated
under the 3R inference model, that is, assuming two different classes
for HBD segments and one non-HBD class. Each simulation scenario
was thus defined by rates of HBD classes (R1 and R2) and the mixing
proportions (q1 and q2) of the two classes of HBD segments. We
remind that the simulated mixing proportions (q1 and q2) directly
TABLE 1 Performance of the 1R model on data simulated under the 1R inference model. The simulated genome consisted of 25
chromosomes of 100 cM with a marker density of 10 SNPs per cM. Genotyping data for 500 individuals were simulated under the 1R
inference model for each of 20 different scenarios defined by the simulated R and q values reported in the first two columns. The table
reports the resulting median realized (true) values (across the 500 simulated individuals) for rate of co-ancestry change (R), the mixing
proportions (q), the individual inbreeding (FG) and the number of HBD tracks (#Tracks). Similarly, the table gives the median estimated values
and the mean absolute errors (MAE) for the rate of co-ancestry change (bR), the mixing proportions (bq) and the individual inbreeding
coefficients (cFG ). Finally, the table gives the MAE for the estimated local inbreeding (/l) either for all the SNPs ( b/l ) or for those actually lying
within HBD segments ( d/
lHBD
)
Scenario Realized median values Median estimated values (1R model)
R q R q FG #Tracts bR (MAE) bq (MAE) cFG (MAE) MAE for b/l ( d/lHBD )
2 0.500 2.0 0.507 0.500 38.0 2.0 (0.34) 0.503 (0.0325) 0.500 (0.0005) 0.002 (0.002)
3 0.250 3.0 0.249 0.251 25.0 3.0 (0.43) 0.248 (0.0287) 0.251 (0.0005) 0.003 (0.006)
4 0.125 3.9 0.124 0.125 15.0 4.0 (0.57) 0.126 (0.0194) 0.124 (0.0005) 0.003 (0.010)
8 0.125 8.1 0.126 0.124 28.0 8.0 (0.82) 0.124 (0.0148) 0.124 (0.0008) 0.005 (0.021)
16 0.010 16.0 0.009 0.009 4.0 16.7 (10.13) 0.009 (0.0034) 0.009 (0.0005) 0.001 (0.065)
16 0.020 16.7 0.019 0.018 8.0 16.6 (4.02) 0.018 (0.0054) 0.018 (0.0007) 0.003 (0.062)
16 0.050 16.0 0.049 0.049 21.0 16.2 (1.99) 0.050 (0.0080) 0.048 (0.0009) 0.006 (0.055)
16 0.100 16.0 0.099 0.098 42.0 16.0 (1.35) 0.098 (0.0112) 0.097 (0.0011) 0.010 (0.050)
32 0.010 34.3 0.010 0.009 8.0 34.1 (11.93) 0.009 (0.0028) 0.009 (0.0009) 0.003 (0.160)
32 0.020 32.4 0.019 0.019 16.0 32.8 (6.13) 0.019 (0.0037) 0.019 (0.0011) 0.006 (0.141)
32 0.050 32.3 0.049 0.049 41.0 32.7 (3.62) 0.049 (0.0062) 0.049 (0.0014) 0.012 (0.123)
32 0.100 32.1 0.100 0.100 83.0 32.0 (2.26) 0.100 (0.0085) 0.100 (0.0017) 0.021 (0.103)
64 0.010 65.7 0.010 0.010 16.0 63.7 (17.64) 0.009 (0.0025) 0.009 (0.0016) 0.006 (0.326)
64 0.020 66.1 0.020 0.019 32.0 66.7 (11.15) 0.020 (0.0033) 0.020 (0.0017) 0.012 (0.291)
64 0.050 64.4 0.050 0.050 80.5 64.5 (6.17) 0.049 (0.0046) 0.049 (0.0021) 0.024 (0.243)
64 0.100 64.2 0.099 0.099 161.5 64.3 (4.06) 0.099 (0.0063) 0.099 (0.0024) 0.041 (0.206)
128 0.050 128.1 0.050 0.050 162.0 128.0 (11.79) 0.049 (0.0044) 0.049 (0.0030) 0.044 (0.439)
128 0.100 128.0 0.101 0.100 323.0 127.1 (8.03) 0.100 (0.0058) 0.100 (0.0037) 0.074 (0.368)
256 0.050 256.8 0.050 0.050 322.0 259.0 (26.71) 0.050 (0.0049) 0.050 (0.0043) 0.066 (0.669)
256 0.100 256.3 0.100 0.100 642.5 256.8 (16.67) 0.099 (0.0055) 0.099 (0.0046) 0.113 (0.569)
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control (and are generally close to) the amount of inbreeding origi-
nating from the corresponding HBD class. However, due to the sim-
ulation procedure, some segments belonging to the first HBD class
(with a more recent origin and a mixing proportion q1) might overlap
(and mask) HBD segments belonging to the second one leading to a
reduction (by a factor 1  q1 on average) of the actual contribution
of the latter to the overall inbreeding. As shown in Table 2 for six
different scenarios (and Tables S3 and S4 for a total of 23 different
scenarios), estimates of the overall individual inbreeding (FG), of the





for the two HBD classes were close (but slightly biased) to the simu-
lated values providing the differences between the rates of the two
HBD classes was large enough (e.g., R1/R2 ≥ 16), that is, the overlap
between the distributions of the HBD segments lengths is reduced.
As the difference between the ratio of successive Ri became smaller,
all inbreeding tended to concentrate in the first HBD class that had
an overestimated rate for small simulated R1 (Tables 2 and S3), for
instance, for the scenario with R1 = 4 (q1 = 0.125) and R2 = 16
(q2 = 0.100), medðdFð1ÞG Þ ¼ 0:195 (med standing for median) and
medðdFð2ÞG Þ ¼ 0:004 while medðcR1Þ ¼ 7:20 and medðcR2Þ ¼ 391 across
the 500 simulated individuals (Table 2). Strikingly, however, the
overall individual inbreeding FG always remained very well estimated
with MAE ≤ 0.005 for all scenarios (Tables 2 and S4). Finally, as for
the simulations under the 1R model previously considered, accuracy
in the estimation of local inbreeding was found to mostly depend on
the rates R1 and R2 (Tables 2 and S5), the MAE for both b/l andd/
lHBD
lying in a similar range than the one observed previously on
data simulated under the 1R model. More precisely, given the rela-
tively sparse SNP density considered, MAE remained accurate (i.e.,
≤ 0.05) while R1 < R2 ≤ 64 but started to increase for higher values
probably due to the inclusion of smaller HBD segments.
To provide insights on the behaviour of our model to a misspeci-
fication of the underlying number of HBD classes, we also analysed
these data simulated under the 3R model with the 1R, the 2R and
the 4R models. As expected, when considering the 1R and 2R mod-
els, the estimated rate of the single assumed HBD class was inter-
mediate between the two simulated R1 and R2 actual values
(Table S3). In agreement with previous findings, the 1R and 2R lead
to highly similar estimates except for large R1 and R2 for which the
estimated R tended to be higher with the 2R than the 1R model
(e.g., medðbRÞ ¼ 181 and medðbRÞ ¼ 201, respectively, for the scenario
with R1 = 128 and R2 = 256). More interestingly, using the 1R and
2R models (i.e., with a single HBD class) to analyse these data
resulted in an underestimation of FG for scenarios with a marked dif-
ferences between R1 and R2 (Table S4). Conversely, using an overpa-
rameterized model (such as the 4R model) did not introduce any
additional bias compared to the 3R model. For instance, for the sce-
nario with R1 = 4 (q1 = 0.125) and R2 = 256 (q2 = 0.100) that leads
to a median realized inbreeding equal to 0.211 across the 500 simu-
lated individuals, the median estimated inbreeding was equal to
0.162 with both the 1R and 2R models while it was equal to 0.208
and 0.209 with the 3R and 4R models, respectively (Table S4). This
suggested that the 1R and 2R models failed to capture some
inbreeding. Accordingly, when focusing on the estimation of local
inbreeding (Table S5), although the 1R and 2R models displayed a
lower MAE for b/l (i.e., computed over all the SNPs), this was essen-
tially driven by SNPs lying in non-HBD segments. Indeed, both the
3R and 4R resulted in a lower MAE for d/
lHBD
(i.e., computed over
SNPs lying within HBD segments) suggesting these models allowed
to better capture HBD segments at the expense of a slightly higher
misassignment of SNP lying in non-HBD segments.
Overall, similar conclusions about the performance of the models
to estimate the simulated parameters could be drawn when consid-
ering data sets with more than two underlying HBD classes (see
Table S6 for results on data sets simulated and analysed under the
4R model). It should however be noticed that increasing the number
TABLE 2 Performance of the 3R model on data simulated under the 3R inference model (i.e., two HBD classes and one non-HBD class).
The simulated genome consisted of 25 chromosomes of 100 cM with a marker density of 10 SNPs per cM. Genotyping data for 500
individuals were simulated under the 3R inference model for each of six different scenarios defined by the simulated rates R1 and R2 (reported
in the two-first columns) and the corresponding mixing proportions q1 and q2 (reported in the third and fourth columns) of the two classes of
HBD segments. The table reports the resulting median realized (true) values (across the 500 simulated individuals) for the rates of co-ancestry




G ) and the overall individual inbreeding (FG). The
table further gives the median (and their associated MAE) of the estimated values (cR1 , cR2 , dFð1ÞG , dFð2ÞG and cFG ) obtained under the 3R model. The




Scenario Realized median values Median estimated values (3R model)
R1 (q1) R2 (q2) R1 (F
ð1Þ









4 (0.125) 16 (0.100) 4.1 (0.12) 16.6 (0.09) 0.210 7.2 (3.1) 391.1 (288.3) 0.195 (0.075) 0.004 (0.074) 0.210 (0.002) 0.012 (0.025)
4 (0.125) 64 (0.100) 4.1 (0.12) 64.2 (0.09) 0.211 3.6 (1.0) 64.6 (9.5) 0.123 (0.007) 0.086 (0.007) 0.211 (0.002) 0.038 (0.089)
4 (0.125) 256 (0.100) 4.0 (0.12) 256.7 (0.09) 0.211 3.6 (0.7) 274.5 (35.9) 0.120 (0.001) 0.087 (0.004) 0.208 (0.004) 0.101 (0.238)
8 (0.100) 128 (0.100) 8.2 (0.10) 128.4 (0.09) 0.189 7.2 (1.5) 126.0 (14.8) 0.098 (0.004) 0.090 (0.005) 0.189 (0.003) 0.069 (0.182)
32 (0.100) 64 (0.100) 31.8 (0.10) 66.9 (0.09) 0.190 33.9 (7.1) 101.9 (139.6) 0.157 (0.058) 0.030 (0.057) 0.192 (0.003) 0.051 (0.132)
32 (0.100) 256 (0.100) 32.5 (0.10) 260.0 (0.09) 0.188 29.6 (4.3) 264.8 (38.0) 0.097 (0.007) 0.089 (0.007) 0.188 (0.004) 0.114 (0.302)
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of HBD classes in the model also increased misassignment of HBD
segments towards incorrect HBD classes (Fig. S5). In other words,
some HBD segments, although correctly identified as HBD, might
display a nonzero probability to belong to an incorrect HBD class
(most generally a neighbouring one). As a result, when increasing the
number of simulated HBD classes, higher deviations of the estimated
inbreeding rate (Rc) and contribution (F
ðcÞ
G ) of each classes from their
actual values could be observed (e.g., Table S6). Nevertheless, for
higher ratio between successive simulated class rates, these esti-
mates remained fairly good. Importantly and as shown in previous
simulations, the overall individual inbreeding coefficient (FG) was
accurately estimated in all scenarios and MAE for local inbreeding
mostly depended on the length of the HBD segments.
4.1.3 | Using a set of K predefined HBD classes
(the MixKR model)
For a given model, instead of estimating the rates Rk of the different
HBD classes, an alternative is to use a set of predefined age-related
classes with fixed Rk and to only estimate the mixing proportions
(qk). To illustrate and evaluate this strategy, we hereby considered
models consisting of 9, 11 or 13 HBD classes depending on the sim-
ulated marker density (see below) and one non-HBD class leading to
the so-called Mix10R, Mix12R and Mix14R models according to our
nomenclature. For each model, the predefined rates of the K  1
HBD classes always ranged from 2 to 2K1 (with Rk = 2
k for each
class k 2 ð1;K  1Þ) while the rate of the unique non-HBD class was
the same as the most ancient HBD class (i.e., RK = RK-1 = 8,192).
Application of these MixKR models to the various data sets previ-
ously generated under the 1R, the 3R and the 4R inference models
proved highly efficient (Tables S7 and S8). For instance and in agree-
ment with above results, the Mix10R model provided accurate esti-
mation of the overall inbreeding FG (MAE always lower than 0.005
irrespective of the simulated scenarios) but also of the local inbreed-
ing as indicated by MAEs that were always as good as the best alter-
native model (e.g., compare Tables S7 and S5). Moreover, such
models with predefined rates for the HBD classes allowed to provide
indications on the actual rates Rk used in simulations. We indeed
observed that the estimated inbreeding contributions (FðkÞG ) for the
K  1 HBD classes were mainly concentrated in those HBD classes
with predefined rates close to the true simulated ones as shown in
Figure 1 for a dense SNP data sets (1,000 SNPs per cM) analysed
under the Mix14R models and in Figs S6–S10 for additional simu-
lated data sets with smaller SNP density (either 10 or 100 SNPs per
cM) that were analysed under the Mix10R or Mix12R models.
4.1.4 | Model comparisons and selection
We finally evaluated the BIC criteria to compare the models. When
comparing different KR models (from 1R to 6R) applied to various
simulation scenarios (ranging from 1 to 4 simulated HBD distribu-
tions), we observed that the BIC criterion tended to support the cor-
rect underlying models and never provided support for models with
a number of classes K higher than the simulated ones (Tables S9 and
S10). Nevertheless, for simulations involving HBD segments from
several classes (i.e., simulated under the 3R to 5R inference models),
BIC may favour a model with a smaller number of HBD classes than
the actual ones when the rates between successive classes are too
close, although increasing SNP density improves the BIC resolution
(Table S10). It should also be noticed that the BIC criterion never
provided a stronger support in favour of the MixKR model (as
defined above) when compared to the six other models considered
(from 1R to 6R), possibly due to its higher number of parameters
(e.g., np = 13 for the Mix14R model against np = 11 for the 6R
model) (Tables S11 and S12). Yet, for simulations with several HBD
classes (Table S12), the BIC support was generally higher than for
the 1R and 2R models.
4.1.5 | Sensitivity of the models to genotyping
error, marker informativeness and genetic map
inaccuracy
As only partially investigated above, when analysing data with differ-
ent SNP density, we expected that SNP information content, both in
terms of marker density and genotyping accuracy, might be a key
determinant of the resolution of the models. As a matter of expedi-
ence, we investigated this further by focusing on the 1R model (for
both simulation and analyses) and evaluated the effect of changing
the marker density and the SNP informativeness (array-like or NGS-
like AFS) on its overall performance. Results confirmed that both the
estimation of the rate R and the identification of HBD positions
associated with shorter HBD tracks (i.e., older inbreeding events)
always improved when increasing marker density and informative-
ness (Table 3). For instance, when the simulated R = 256, the MAE
for bR (respectively, d/
lHBD
) dropped from 36.9 (respectively, 0.7313)
with a marker density of 10 SNPs per cM and a bð0:2;0:2Þ AFS to
8.06 (respectively, 0.1994) with a marker density of 100 SNPs per
cM and to 5.79 (respectively, 0.0824) if, in addition, AFS was array-
like. We also observed a better assignation of HBD segment to the
correct HBD class with higher marker density (Fig. S5). It is interest-
ing to note that, at least for the range of parameters considered, FG
was accurately estimated irrespective of the marker densities and
informativeness.
We also investigated the sensitivity of the 1R model to the qual-
ity of genotyping or sequencing data. As shown in Table S13, when
considering genotyping data (analysed by setting  ¼ 0 for compar-
ison purposes), we found that the presence of genotyping errors
(with simulated  ¼ 0:01 or  ¼ 0:001) had little impact on the esti-
mation of FG, moderate effects on the estimation of local inbreeding
/l but estimates of R were strongly affected with an upward bias
and an increased MAE. The magnitude of these effects was actually
a function of the number of incorrect genotypes per HBD segment
that increased the probability of observing heterozygotes and thus
to cut the HBD segment into smaller ROH. As a result, the impact
of genotyping errors was stronger for more recent inbreeding, at
higher marker density and for higher simulated error rate
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(Table S13). Interestingly, when analysing the genotyping data with
an appropriate error term, that is, setting  ¼ 0:01 (respectively,
 ¼ 0:001) for data simulated with a genotyping error rate of 0.01
(respectively, 0.001), the estimates of R became unbiased
(Table S13). The accuracy was similar than without error except in






















































































F IGURE 1 Estimated inbreeding contributions FðkÞG for 13 HBD classes with predefined rates (Mix14R model) on data simulated under the
5R model (4 HBD classes). The simulated genome consisted of 25 chromosomes of 100 cM with a marker density of 1,000 SNPs per cM.
Genotyping data for 50 individuals were simulated under the 5R inference model, that is, with four HBD classes with the following realized
rates (inbreeding contributions) as indicated by a star in the plot: R1 = 4 (F
ð1Þ
G ¼ 0:125), R2 = 128 (Fð2ÞG ¼ 0:04), R3 = 1024 (Fð3ÞG ¼ 0:08) and
R4 = 4096 (F
ð4Þ
G ¼ 0:11). The data were analysed with the Mix14R that consisted of 13 HBD classes with predefined rates ranging from 2 to
8192 (with Rk = 2
k for each class k) and one non-HBD class that had the same rate as the older HBD class (i.e., RK = RK1 = 8,192). For each
of these 13 HBD classes, the boxplots give the distribution of the estimated inbreeding contribution (
d
FðkÞG ) over the 50 simulated individuals
TABLE 3 Performance of the 1R model on simulated data sets with different SNP density and informativeness. The simulated genome
consisted of 25 chromosomes of 100 cM with a marker density of either 10 or 100 SNPs per cM. Allele frequency spectrum (AFS) of each
SNP reference allele was either sampled from an empirical distribution (array-like) derived from a real (cattle) genotyping assay (i.e., close to
uniform) or from a bð0:2;0:2Þ distribution (U-shaped) that mimics NGS data (NGS-like). Genotyping data for 500 individuals were simulated
under the 1R inference model for each of three different scenarios defined by the simulated R and q values reported in the first two columns.
For each simulation, the table reports the resulting realized (true) median value (across the 500 simulated individuals) for the rate of co-
ancestry change (R) and the individual inbreeding coefficients (FG) together with the median of their estimated values bR and cFG and
corresponding mean absolute errors (MAE). Finally, the table gives the MAE for the estimated local inbreeding (/l) either for all the SNPs ( b/l )





value Estimated median value
R q SNP per cM AFS R FG bR (MAE) cFG (MAE) MAE for b/l ( d/lHBD )
4 0.125 10 Array-like 3.9 0.125 4.0 (0.57) 0.124 (0.001) 0.0026 (0.0101)
4 0.125 100 Array-like 4.0 0.123 4.0 (0.51) 0.123 (0.000) 0.0002 (0.0009)
4 0.125 10 NGS-like 4.1 0.119 4.0 (0.64) 0.120 (0.002) 0.0068 (0.0272)
4 0.125 100 NGS-like 4.1 0.120 4.0 (0.55) 0.120 (0.000) 0.0006 (0.0023)
64 0.100 10 Array-like 64.2 0.099 64.3 (4.06) 0.099 (0.002) 0.0410 (0.2056)
64 0.100 100 Array-like 64.6 0.099 64.4 (2.00) 0.099 (0.000) 0.0035 (0.0181)
64 0.100 10 NGS-like 64.2 0.100 64.1 (6.26) 0.100 (0.006) 0.0807 (0.4032)
64 0.100 100 NGS-like 64.1 0.099 64.2 (2.50) 0.099 (0.000) 0.0095 (0.0482)
256 0.100 10 Array-like 256.3 0.100 256.8 (16.68) 0.099 (0.005) 0.1134 (0.5689)
256 0.100 100 Array-like 255.4 0.100 255.6 (5.79) 0.100 (0.000) 0.0164 (0.0824)
256 0.100 10 NGS-like 256.6 0.100 251.6 (36.91) 0.100 (0.008) 0.1462 (0.7313)
256 0.100 100 NGS-like 256.0 0.100 255.4 (8.06) 0.100 (0.001) 0.0398 (0.1994)
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inbreeding origin) where MAE remained larger. Note that in these
limiting cases (e.g., simulated G = 256 and  ¼ 0:01), the perfor-
mance of the model when increasing SNP density (from 10 to 100
SNP per cM) was improved when including an error term in the anal-
ysis but decreased when analysed without error (Table S13). More
generally, including a small genotyping error term in the model
( 6¼ 0) had little influence in the analysis of data simulated without
genotyping errors.
We further evaluated the sensitivity of the 1R model to various
confidence levels in genotype calling by simulating data that mimic
low-fold sequencing (or GBS) data for which several genotypes may
have a nonzero probability. In these cases, read count data were
simulated with a higher SNP density than above (1,000 SNP per cM)
and variable coverage (from 1 to 109). For each simulated SNP, the
likelihood of the three possible genotypes was derived from the read
count data as described in the Material and Methods section. The
analysed data sets then either consisted of (i) the actual SNP geno-
types (ideal situation) or (ii) vectors of genotype likelihoods. As
detailed in Table S14, we found that the model performed well in
estimating the global parameters R and FG with sequencing data. As
expected, the performances improved with higher coverages and
were similar than those obtained with the corresponding genotyping
data as coverages ⩾59. Lowering sequencing coverages might
indeed be viewed as decreasing SNP informativeness thereby leading
to less accurate estimates for the different parameters (increased
MAE), particularly for simulation in which inbreeding had an older
origin (smaller HBD segments). For instance, for simulated R ⩾ 512
and 19 coverage, both FG and R were slightly underestimated (and
to a lesser extent with 29 coverage) while for R ⩽ 256, both global
and local (/l) estimates were accurate even with coverage as low as
19 (Table S14).
We finally evaluated the impact of inaccurate genetic maps (i.e.,
correct marker order but incorrect genetic distances between mark-
ers) on the performances of our model. We first verified that if all
the genetic distances are multiplied by a same constant c, the esti-
mated rate bR ’ ð1=cÞR (where R is the simulated rate) and the esti-
mated inbreeding proportions remain identical (data not shown). This
is expected from equation 1 as R is expressed on a genetic distance
scale. In Table S15, we report the estimated rates R and FG in vari-
ous simulation scenarios in which the genome was divided in blocks
of 10 kb (or 100 kb) with recombination rates per unit of physical
distance ranging from 0.001 to 0.100 (see Section 3). Results indi-
cate that analysing the data with an inaccurate genetic map (e.g.,
using the physical map instead of the genetic map when local
recombination rate is variable) might introduce a small downward
bias in the estimates of R (Table S15). The effect is more pro-
nounced when the simulated R is larger (older inbreeding) and the
local recombination rate varies over longer distances (100-kb seg-
ments). The overall inbreeding FG was slightly underestimated in the
most extreme situations (Table S16). In general, for more recent
inbreeding, the average genetic length of HBD segments is higher
and thus less affected by variable local recombination. Indeed, as the
larger the HBD segment, the higher the number of (physical) blocks,
for large HBD segments, genetic and physical length tend to coin-
cide. Obviously, when the correct genetic maps were used, parame-
ters and overall inbreeding were accurately estimated (Tables S15
and S16), confirming that the model can handle variable local recom-
bination rate when the genetic map is known.
4.2 | Comparison with other methods of inbreeding
estimation
We compared the 1R model with other methods commonly used to
estimate inbreeding on a subset of six scenarios previously simulated
under the 1R inference model and without genotyping errors. We
started by running FESTIM (version 1.3.2) that implements the original
HMM proposed by Leutenegger et al. (2003) to verify that it is
indeed equivalent to our 1R model (Table S17). We regressed esti-
mators obtained by both methods and obtained a perfect match
between both estimated mixing proportions q and rates R. As
expected, our estimated rates R were equal to 100a (a being the rate
estimated by FESTIM with a map expressed in cM). As both methods
are identical, comparisons between FESTIM and other methods are
valid for our model too. For instance, Polasek et al. (2010) found
that FESTIM was superior to estimators based on expected genome-
wide homozygosity and locus-based homozygosity. Similarly, Nara-
simhan et al. (2016) concluded that HMM based models
outperformed rule-based ROH as implemented in PLINK (Purcell et al.,
2007) or estimates obtained with BEAGLE (Browning & Browning,
2010). In addition, we computed the estimators based (i) on the
expected genomewide homozygosity implemented in PLINK (Purcell
et al., 2007); (ii) the rule-based ROH (with 20 or 50 per ROH and no
heterozygous SNP); and (iii) the likelihood-based ROH (Pemberton
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009). The latter approaches compare the
(LOD) ratio of the probabilities of the genotype data under hypothe-
ses of autozygosity (HBD) and nonautozygosity (non-HBD) for slid-
ing windows of n SNPs, n being chosen to obtain a clear bimodal
distribution of the LOD scores. Here, this was achieved with n = 60,
as in Pemberton et al. (2012) and Kardos et al. (2016), but we also
considered windows of n = 20 SNPs that worked for most scenarios
and allowed to capture smaller ROH. In addition, sliding windows
were incremented by one SNP (we tested all windows of n SNPs)
and the error term was set to 0.001. When the expected number of
SNPs per HBD segment was large enough, all methods performed
equally well (Tables S18–S21). Our model was able to identify smal-
ler HBD segments (from more remote ancestors) than window-based
approaches with 50 or 60 SNPs and had comparable behaviour with
that respect as methods using 20 SNPs windows (it identified
slightly less small segments). The 1R model proved the most accu-
rate to estimate FG, followed by the method based on excess of gen-
omewide homozygosity, particularly when the expected number of
SNPs per ROH was smaller (Tables S18 and S19). In the most
extreme case (R = 256 and with 10 SNPs per cM), we did not
observe a clear bimodal distribution for the likelihood-based
approach and could thus not apply the method. When the expected
number of SNPs per ROH was limiting, approaches using SNP
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windows underestimated the number of HBD segments (this was
more pronounced with larger SNP windows). As expected, smaller
SNP windows increased power to detect HBD segments (Tables S20
and S21) but false-positive rate too (increased MAE(/l)). In agree-
ment with above results, in such limiting cases, the HMM approach
is still able to provide an accurate estimation of the global inbreeding
coefficient. The estimated probability for local inbreeding was less
accurate (high MAE), particularly for SNPs lying in HBD segments
(the model cannot precisely determine which positions are HBD or
not), but still remained well calibrated.
4.3 | Simulations under a discrete-time Wright–
Fisher process
To evaluate the robustness of the model to departure from model
assumptions, we analysed data simulated under a discrete-time
Wright–Fisher process using the recently developed program ARGON
(Palamara, 2016). For our purposes, a decisive advantage of ARGON is
that it allowed to identify all the HBD segments (here we only con-
sidered those ⩾ 0.01 cM) and to obtain their age (i.e., time to most
recent ancestor or TMRCA). Inbreeding was generated by assuming
population histories with either (i) a strong bottleneck in the recent
past followed by a rapid expansion as might be observed in invasive
populations (WF1 scenarios) or (ii) a reduced effective population
size in the last twenty generations as might be observed in some
domestic populations (WF2 scenarios). In total, we considered 12
different WF1 scenarios and two different WF2 scenarios (see Sec-
tion 3) and analysed 50 simulated diploid individuals from population
P1 per scenario with a marker density of 100 SNPs per cM. As illus-
trated in Figure 2a for one WF1 scenario (see Figs S11 and S12 for
all the 12 WF1 and the 2 WF2 scenarios, respectively), the simu-
lated history leads as expected to an enrichment in HBD segments
that trace back to the bottleneck period within the simulated individ-
ual genomes (about 20% on average in Figure 2a). Yet, in most sce-
narios, a substantial proportion of inbreeding was associated to more
ancient classes that accumulate inbreeding over many more genera-
tions. Indeed, a segment was considered HBD if it traced back to an
ancestor from a generation more recent than the split time (Ts = 10
3
or Ts = 10
4 generations depending on the scenarios) of two mod-
















































































































































































































































































































































HBD-class with ancestry change rateRk
(d)
F IGURE 2 Evaluation of the Mix14R model on a data set consisting of 50 diploid individuals simulated under a Wright–Fisher demographic
history with varying population sizes. The population evolved under a WF1 scenario (see Section 3) with Ne1 = 10
5, Ts = 10
4 and a bottleneck
lasting from generations 17–14 in the past and during which the population size was Neb = 20. (a) Realized distribution of the proportions of
the simulated individual genomes lying within HBD segments as a function of their TMRCA (the interval G11-20 contains HBD segments
tracing back to the bottleneck period, i.e., 14–17 generations backward in time) and within non-HBD segments (background). (b) Estimated
local HBD probabilities (/l) averaged over all the simulated individuals and markers as a function of the actual TMRCA of the underlying HBD
segments. (c) Distributions of the estimated proportion of the individual genomes assigned to each of the 13 predefined HBD classes (over the
50 simulated individuals). (d) Proportion of the SNPs lying in HBD segments originating from the bottleneck period (i.e., 14–17 generations
backward in time) that are assigned to the 14 different HBD and non-HBD classes of the Mix14R model (summed over all the 50 individuals)
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proportion increased with lower effective population size (Ne1), older
split time (Ts) and to a lesser extent higher bottleneck population
size (Neb) and timing (Tb) (Figs S11 and S12).
We analysed all these simulated data sets with a Mix14R model
that consisted of 13 HBD classes with predefined rates ranging from
2 to 8,192 (with Rk = 2
k for each class k) and one non-HBD class
that had the same rate as the older HBD class (i.e.,
R14 = R13 = 8,192). The choice for a MixKR model was motivated by
our previous findings that demonstrated it was informative regarding
the rates of the simulated inbreeding class(es) and performed as well
as other models in estimating local and overall inbreeding. In addi-
tion, it allowed to compare all the simulated individuals according to
the same age-related partitioning of inbreeding.
As shown in Figure 2b (see Figs S13 and S14 for all the 12 WP1
and the two WP2 scenarios, respectively), our HMM always allowed
to efficiently identify HBD segments tracing back to common ances-
tors with TMRCA smaller than 80 generations, as the underlying
SNPs displayed an estimated local inbreeding probability (/l) close to
one. In agreement with results obtained on simulations performed
under the inference model (see above), the power to identify HBD
segments of older origin gradually decreased (towards values almost
always lower than 20% for TMRCA older than 5,000 generations).
Note that analyses of data sets simulated under the inference model
showed that although the power was below one, overall inbreeding
remained correctly estimated (see above). Figs S15 and S16 repre-
sent the same average local inbreeding probabilities for HBD seg-
ments as a function of their length (instead of TMRCA). Theses
probabilities were close to one for HBD segments longer than
500 Kb, above 0.80 for HBD segments from 200 to 500 Kb long
and dropped towards 0 for smaller HBD segments. It is important
to recall that with higher marker densities, it would be have been
possible to identify older and smaller HBD segments.
Interestingly, we further observed that the HBD segments trac-
ing back to the simulated bottleneck period were in their vast major-
ity assigned to HBD classes whose predefined rates were close to
twice the corresponding time (in generations). For instance, in the
scenario with a bottleneck lasting from generations 17–14 in the
past considered in Figure 2, the estimated proportions of the individ-
ual genomes assigned to HBD segments were concentrated in the
HBD class with predefined rates equal to 32 (Rk = 32), 16 (Rk = 16)
and to a lesser extent in an older HBD class (Rk ⩾ 2,048) (Fig-
ures 2c, S17 and S18 for all the 12 WF1 and the two WF2 scenar-
ios, respectively). Moreover, in the simulated individuals, the HBD
segments with a TMRCA  16 were mainly assigned (>70%) to the
two neighbouring HBD classes with Rk = 32 and Rk = 16 (Figure 2d).
Similar patterns were observed in other simulations (Figs S19 and
S20). Note that older HBD classes (with Rk ⩾ 512) also captured a
small proportions of the HBD segments that traced back to the bot-
tleneck period (Figs S19 and S20) together with those with an older
TMRCA probably because these older HBD classes have high mixing
coefficients. This effect was stronger when the bottleneck con-
tributed less to the overall inbreeding and when the bottleneck was
older. HBD segments from an individual might also be smaller or
larger than expected from the age of the bottleneck due to the
stochastic nature of the Wright–Fisher process. In all cases, however,
we observed a peak of inbreeding in the HBD class(es) with a rate
close to twice the age corresponding to the period of reduced Ne or
its neighbours (Figs S17 and S18). Finally, the vast majority of the
non-HBD segments (with a TMRCA > 10,000 generations) were cor-
rectly assigned to the non-HBD class, the remaining ones being
assigned to most ancient contributing HBD class (Figs S21 and S22).
Overall, this simulation study thus confirmed that our model cor-
rectly identifies HBD segments and it also provided support in
favour of an age-based interpretation of the HBD-class rates.
Note that likelihood-based ROH methods with windows of 20 or
60 SNPs were also applied to these simulated data sets. The power
to identify HBD segments according to the age of the TMRCA or to
their length is reported in Figs S13–S16. As for simulations under
the inference model, our model had comparable behaviour than
methods using 20 SNP windows and identified smaller HBD seg-
ments (associated with more remote ancestors) than methods using
60 SNP windows. The power and false-positive rate would largely
depend on the definition of an arbitrary base population making
comparisons difficult. Indeed, at some time in the past, ancestors
must be considered unrelated or all segments would be HBD. One
of the benefits of a Mix14R model is to automatically estimate
inbreeding relative to several base populations (at different time in
the past), making the choice somewhat less arbitrary.
4.4 | Application to human, dog and sheep real
data
We applied our model to individuals from human, dog and sheep
populations, that is, species representative of a wide range of demo-
graphic histories. Individuals were genotyped, as part of previous
experiments (see Section 3) with assays containing various number
SNPs (ca. 600 K, 150 K and 50 K for human, dog and sheep individ-
uals, respectively) leading to different SNP density (ca., 1 SNP per
5 kb, per 20 kb and per 60 kb, respectively). The genotyping data
were further analysed with a Mix14R model that consisted of 13
HBD classes with predefined rates ranging from 2 to 8,192 (with
Rk = 2
k for each class k) and one non-HBD class that had the same
rate as the older HBD class (i.e., R14 = R13 = 8,192). In all analyses,
the estimated mixing proportions of HBD classes with Rk ⩽ 256
were all extremely small (<0.01) supporting an age-based interpreta-
tion of the Rk rates as the length of the inbreeding loop or approxi-
mately half the age of the underlying ancestor (both measured in
generations). Indeed, the expected lengths of HBD tracks per class
were consequently close to 1=Rk corresponding to the average
length for HBD segments transmitted by an ancestor living
G  0.5Rk generations ago. It should however be stressed that this
age-based interpretation is an approximation (see Section 5) and
that populations have variable ratio between genetic and physical
distances when averaged between sexes: 1.16 cM/Mb for human
(Kong et al., 2010), 1.26 cM/Mb for sheep (Johnston, Berenos, Slate,
& Pemberton, 2016) and 0.88 cM/Mb for dog (Campbell, Bharer,
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Morrow, Boyko, & Auton, 2016). Indeed, we used for the analyses
the SNP position on the physical maps accompanying the respective
data sets. Differences with real genetic maps together with variable
local recombination rates might introduce some imprecisions in the
assignment of actual HBD segments to their actual age-related HBD
class. The estimated contribution of each predefined HBD class (av-
eraged over all the individuals) is detailed for each populations and
each species in Figure 3.
Regarding humans, the six populations considered here (French,
Yoruba, Melanesian, Papuan, Pima and Karitiana) have already been
thoroughly analysed (e.g., Jakobsson et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008) and
in particular in studies aiming at characterizing inbreeding (Leuteneg-
ger et al., 2011; Pemberton et al., 2012) or providing a detailed
assessment of the distribution of ROH of different lengths (Kirin
et al., 2010). In each population, we observed some individuals with
more than 1% of recent inbreeding (Rk ⩽ 16) but these were rare in
Yoruba (one of 22) and French (two of 28) populations compared to
Pima (12 of 14) and Karitiana (13 of 13). In these two latter popula-
tions, there is strong evidence for very recent inbreeding, some of
the individuals having more than 10% of inbreeding in very young
classes from Rk = 2 to Rk = 8 (Figures 4a and S23). Oceanian popula-

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































F IGURE 3 Average estimated proportions of inbreeding contribution of a set of 13 predefined HBD classes for human (a), dog (c) and
sheep (e) populations and corresponding average cumulative inbreeding (b, d and f for human, dog and sheep populations, respectively). These
means were obtained by summarizing individual values from all individuals from a population/breed
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11 for Melanesian and four of 17 for Papuan) but had higher propor-
tions of inbreeding in intermediate HBD classes (32 ⩽ Rk ⩽ 128)
compared to French and Yoruba. Consistently, average cumulated
inbreeding at Rk = 16 was high for Karitiana (4.1%) and Pima (2.8%)
and low for other populations (<0.5%). When cumulated up to HBD
class with Rk = 128, these values were still below 0.5% for Yoruba
and French and larger than 1% in Melanesian (2.0%) and Papuan
(3.2%) populations. These results are consistent with those reported
by Leutenegger et al. (2011) who concluded that Yoruba and French
genotyped individuals were in a vast majority originating from unre-
lated matings (with the same outliers as in our study), that Melane-
sian and Papuan were associated with either unrelated or double-
cousin (2C) matings (common ancestor four generations ago and
expected inbreeding equal to 1.56%) and that Pima and Karitiana
came from either first cousins (1C) (common ancestor three genera-
tions ago and expected inbreeding equal to 6.25%) and 2C matings
(with two individuals presenting possibilities of avuncular or double
1C mating). With our model, children of unrelated matings presented
no trace of recent inbreeding (Rk ⩽ 16), those from 2C and 1C mat-
ing had, respectively, 1.2% and 7.5% recent inbreeding (the two
most extreme individuals having more than 10% inbreeding). Overall,
as shown in Figure S24, the mean estimated inbreeding obtained by
Leutenegger et al. (2011) was highly correlated with our estimate of
recent inbreeding (r = 0.945) defined as the sum of the contribution
of the first four HBD classes (from Rk = 2 to Rk = 16) but less with
the overall inbreeding (r = 0.601). It should also be noticed that
Leutenegger et al. (2011) estimated inbreeding using LD-pruned
maps of 6,500 SNPs (to get unbiased results) whereas we did not
perform any LD-based filtering of the data and used more than
600,000 SNPs to partition inbreeding in the different classes of our
model. Yet, in human populations, our results showed that the lar-
gest proportion of ROH were associated with the most ancient HBD
classes. Although interpretation of old inbreeding must be performed
with caution (see Section 5), it might be considered as associated
with the background LD in the population and mostly influenced by
the demographic characteristics of the populations (e.g., effective
population size history). Accordingly, the amount of overall inbreed-
ing increased from Africans to Europeans, Oceanians and Native
Americans (from Central and Southern America) (Figure 3a,b). More
precisely, the rates of the main contributing HBD classes that were
generally consistent within population were clearly related to their
Ne. Hence, inbreeding concentrated in HBD classes with Rk = 512
for Karitiana, with Rk = 512 and Rk = 1,024 for Pima, with
Rk = 1,024 for Papuans and Melanesians, with Rk = 1,024 for French
and with Rk = 2,048 for Yoruba. These results are qualitatively in
agreement with previous findings by Kirin et al. (2010) that sug-
gested the presence of both recent (long ROH) and ancient (short
ROH) inbreeding in Native Americans. Conversely, they found that
individuals from Oceanian populations did not display long ROH
(several Mb long) but had an excess of ROH of intermediate length
(between 1 and 2 Mb) indicating a reduced Ne in the past. Finally,

















































































































































































































F IGURE 4 Estimated level of inbreeding per HBD class in five humans (a), five dogs (b) and five sheeps (c). Each colour is associated with a
distinct class (defined by its rate). The heights of each colour bar represent the estimated level of inbreeding associated with the class, and the
total height represents the overall inbreeding
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from remote ancestors. One major difference between our results
and the study by Kirin et al. (2010) is that they only considered
ROH >500 kb leading to a lower estimated value (most probably
downwardly biased) for the overall individual inbreeding. As previ-
ously mentioned, the power of all approaches to detect short HBD
segments is a function of the available marker density which possibly
leads to an underestimation of their proportions.
Modern dog breeds present large amounts of inbreeding and are
known to have experienced strong bottlenecks associated with the
recent breed creation from a small number of founders (e.g., Vaysse
et al., 2011). In addition, strong artificial selection and matings in
small closed populations further contributed to increase inbreeding
in the last decades (Lewis, Abhayaratne, & Blott, 2015). Accordingly,
as shown in Figures 3c,d and S25, we observed massive inbreeding
(sometimes higher than 20%) in the HBD class with Rk = 16 (a com-
mon ancestor approximately 8 generations ago) in all the five breeds
we analysed but the Jack Russell Terrier that has a larger Ne (Vaysse
et al., 2011). As expected also, wolves that did not experienced
domestication did not present such an excess of inbreeding in recent
generations. In each population (including wolves), some individuals
were found to be highly inbred with an FG  50% and approximately
25% of this inbreeding associated with the first two HBD classes
(i.e., a common ancestor living only one or two generations ago) (Fig-
ures 4b and S25).
Finally, among the six sheep populations we investigated, three
(the Rasa Aragonesa, Milk Lacaune and Rambouillet) displayed a
large Ne (>700) as described in Kijas et al. (2012). Hence, individuals
from the Rasa Aragonesa displayed almost no trace of recent
inbreeding (≤0.5% when summing contributions of HBD classes with
Rk ≤ 8) while the cumulative inbreeding remained lower than 6% on
average for individuals from the Milk Lacaune and Rambouillet
breeds up to classes Rk = 32 (Figures 3e,f and S26). Yet, some Ram-
bouillet individuals presented high levels (> 20%) of recent inbreed-
ing (Figures 4c and S26). Conversely, the Wiltshire (Ne = 100) and
Dorset Horn (Ne = 137) populations that went through a strong
reduction in size in the early 1900s (Dorset Horn to a lesser extent)
were both found to have a high level of recent inbreeding (Figures 3
and S26). The main contributing HBD class was the one with rate
Rk = 16 for Wiltshire and Rk = 4 to Rk = 32 for Dorset Horn. Inter-
estingly, the Wiltshire individuals were sampled from a New Zealand
flock that experienced several strong and successive bottlenecks in
its recent history. Indeed, its founders were imported in 1974 from
Australia where the breed had previously been introduced in 1952
and survived as a remnant population of as few as 12 ewes (O’Con-
nell, Scobie, Hickey, Sumner, & Pearson, 2012). Assuming a genera-
tion time of approximately 4 years in sheep, the distribution of the
contribution of the most recent classes to the overall inbreeding is
thus consistent with this demographic history. The sixth sheep popu-
lation we investigated was the well-known Soay sheep that had an
estimated Ne = 194 (Kijas et al., 2012) and experienced a strong
founder effect as the current population derives from a flock of 107
individuals that were transferred on the Hirta island in 1932 and
then lived in complete isolation (Clutton-Brock & Pemberton, 2004).
We observed for this population a small amount of recent inbreeding
(for HBD classes with age Rk ≤ 16), even lower than in Milk Lacaune
or Rambouillet, but rather high levels of inbreeding associated with
HBD classes of rates between 32 and 64 (Figures 3e,f and S26).
Integrating over all the classes, the Soay sheep thus appeared on
average even more inbred than Dorset Horn, which explains the
small estimated Ne. However, despite this strong founder effect and
the high resulting inbreeding level, we observed almost no individual
with an inbreeding FG [5% in the most recent generations. The
Soay breed represents an interesting example of a wild population
resulting from a founder effect and in expansion. To summarize, our
model allowed to provide deeper insights into the very different pat-
terns of individual inbreeding observable in the sheep breeds.
Indeed, these inbreeding patterns ranged from small as in the Rasa
Aragonesa or limited level (with a few overly and recently inbred
individuals) as in the Rambouillet breed, to moderate-to-high
inbreeding level that either originated from strong bottleneck in the
very recent (Wiltshire) or recent (Soay) past, or that resulted from
the cumulative effect of a less pronounced population size reduction
over more generations (Dorset Horn).
Importantly, besides providing a global estimator of inbreeding
for each individual, the model also informs on the partitioning of this
individual inbreeding which is highly valuable. For instance, individu-
als born from extremely consanguineous marriages might be easily
identified. As an illustration, Figure 4b showed three dogs
(Dob_LU142, Dob_LU149 and BoT_LU45) that displayed approxi-
mately 25% inbreeding associated with the Rk = 2 or Rk = 4 HBD
class (ancestors living one or two generations ago) unlike other dogs
from the same population (Dob_LU154 and BoT_LU70). These three
individuals are likely resulting from matings between a sire and its
daughter. This indicates that inbreeding is still present in these popu-
lations and is not only due to the breed creation event but to further
management practices. High level of inbreeding associated with par-
ents or grandparents is also observed in sheep (19.2% for Rambouil-
let RMB63 in Figure 4c) and even in human (8.9% for Karitiana
HGDP01019 in Figure 4a). For all these individuals, however, these
recent events account only for a fraction of total inbreeding and a
substantial proportion of inbreeding is due to more remote ances-
tors. More generally, by partitioning the total amount of inbreeding
among ancestors from different generations, our model provides a
better understanding of the origins of inbreeding in each individual.
Hence, individuals with a similar overall inbreeding might display a
quite different pattern of ancestral contributions captured by our
model. For instance, for the three sheep individuals (Rambouillet
RMB70, Wiltshire WIL2 and Soay SOA2172) represented in Fig-
ure 4c that all displayed an overall inbreeding of approximately 20%,
the inbreeding is mostly associated with the HBD class Rk = 16 for
the Wiltshire WIL2, with the two HBD classes Rk = 32 and Rk = 64
for the Soay SOA2172 whereas for the Rambouillet RMB70 individ-
ual, ancestors contributing to inbreeding trace back to a wide spec-
trum of generations (from Rk = 4 to Rk = 256). These observations
are consistent with patterns at the population level. Interestingly,
individuals with higher levels of inbreeding (Wiltshire WIL21 and
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Rambouillet RMB63) display comparable patterns with inbreeding
concentrated in the HBD class Rk = 16 for Wiltshire WIL21 and
associated with several HBD classes for Rambouillet RMB63 (Fig-
ure 4c). In humans (Figure 4a), Native Americans from Central and
southern America were found to display different make ups than
Oceanians with similar levels of overall inbreeding (e.g., Karitiana
HGDP01010 vs Melanesian HGDP01027 or Pima HGDP01044 vs
Papuan HGDP00555). As expected from previous results, Oceanians
actually displayed little traces of very recent inbreeding but accumu-
lated more inbreeding in distant generations.
4.5 | Computational requirements
To assess the computational performances of our software, we ran
ZOOROH on a cluster with Intel E5649 processors at 2.53 GHz to esti-
mate inbreeding in populations of 500 individuals genotyped at 10
or 100 SNPs per cM with different models (1R, 4R and MixKR). In
total, 1,000 iterations of the EM algorithm were realized. Running
times range from less than 3 hr to process all 500 individuals geno-
typed with 25,000 SNPs under a 1R model to more than a day to
process 50 individuals genotyped with 250,000 SNPs under a
Mix12R (Table S22). Memory usage remained reasonable (below
200 MB) whereas running times were a function of the number of
fitted classes and the marker density (e.g., 10 times slower to pro-
cess an individual with 10 times more markers). We are currently
working on a package working with optimization procedures (to
reduce the number of iterations) and including parallelization of the
analysis over individuals.
5 | DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed and evaluated HMM models that use
genomic data to estimate and to partition individual inbreeding into
classes of HBD segments with different lengths which might in turn
be interpreted as originating from ancestors of different ages. There
actually exists a wide variety of methods to estimate individual
inbreeding and these have different properties. Pedigree-based
methods rely on a genealogy (the inbreeding can only result from
individuals within the genealogy) and predict the expected IBD sta-
tus at a locus whereas genomic measures estimate realized inbreed-
ing (the observed level of inbreeding) (Hill & Weir, 2011; Kardos
et al., 2015, 2016). Genomic estimates can either be global, giving a
unique measure per individual, or local. Obviously, these latter mea-
sures provide more information but require a higher marker density.
Assessing the distribution of ROH within individual genomes has
recently become popular to characterize global and local inbreeding
(Kirin et al., 2010; McQuillan et al., 2008; Pemberton et al., 2012).
When definition of ROH is rule based, many parameters must be
defined and these need to be adapted to the characteristics of the
population under study and the genotyping technology used. Alter-
natively, likelihood-based ROH classification (Broman & Weber,
1999; Pemberton et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2009) or HMM modeling
(e.g., Leutenegger et al., 2003) make a better use of all the informa-
tion as they take into account the marker allele frequencies and the
genotyping error rates. Relying on a full probabilistic HMM frame-
work has several additional advantages. First it allows to directly
account for the (genetic) map information. Second, as we showed in
our study, HMM can be extended to account for uncertainties asso-
ciated with NGS data (Narasimhan et al., 2016), including low-fold
sequencing (Vieira et al., 2016) or GBS, whereas rule-based ROH are
inappropriate in such conditions. Finally, when relying on the for-
ward–backward algorithm (as in our study), HMM allows to integrate
over all the available information to estimate the HBD probabilities
at each marker position in opposition to a binary classification as
obtained with window-based approaches or HMM methods that rely
on the Viterbi algorithm (Narasimhan et al., 2016; Vieira et al.,
2016). Overall, using a probabilistic model is particularly valuable
when information is sparser and classification is more uncertain (e.g.,
for smaller and older HBD tracts, at lower marker density or infor-
mativeness, with higher genotyping error rates or with low-fold
sequencing).
The most simple HMM, we considered consists of a single HBD
state (1R model) and is similar to several previously proposed ones
(Leutenegger et al., 2003; Narasimhan et al., 2016; Vieira et al.,
2016). This amounts to either assume that a single common ancestor
is responsible for inbreeding or that the vast majority of HBD seg-
ments trace back to ancestors that lived in the same past generation.
However, most populations have complex demographic histories,
with varying Ne and common ancestors of HBD segments are thus
expected to originate from many different generations in the past.
As shown by our application in real data sets, even in domestic pop-
ulations for which inbreeding might be expected to result from a lim-
ited number of founder individuals, individual inbreeding generally
results from ancestors in different generations back in time probably
due to the subsequent intense use of some key (selected) breeders.
Hence, extending the model to several HBD classes is highly valu-
able in such cases. The first benefit of multiple HBD-class models is
to better fit the data and to obtain more accurate estimators of
inbreeding both locally and globally. Indeed, our simulations under
the inference model with several HBD classes clearly showed that
the 1R (and 2R) model underestimated FG as some HBD segments
were missed while the power to detect HBD segments was
decreased. In addition, in the presence of ancient inbreeding, the 1R
model will tend to interpret recent (and thus longer) HBD segments
as consecutive smaller segments of older origins because the esti-
mated rate of the single HBD class would tend to be larger. Of
course, in the absence of genotyping errors, the entire segment
would then be correctly declared HBD and would appear as a long
tract. However, at higher genotyping error rates (as with NGS data)
such segments would be cut into smaller pieces. This would not hap-
pen when analysing data with a model with multiple classes as
recent HBD segments would then be associated with a class with a
smaller rate and the penalty in the HMM to leave the HBD class
and start a new HBD segment would be too large. With two-states
HMM (Leutenegger et al., 2003), LD pruning is sometimes used to
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get rid of background LD and then force the model to concentrate
only on recent inbreeding. With multiple HBD-class models (>2R
models), ancient inbreeding associated with background population
LD is assigned to the oldest HBD classes making LD pruning unnec-
essary for that purpose. This was illustrated by comparing inbreeding
estimators obtained for human populations with a LD-pruned map
or with a nonfiltered map with, respectively, a 1R and Mix14R
model. Also, HMM with multiple HBD classes allows to determine
whether there is a single or multiple HBD distribution(s) with a major
contribution to overall inbreeding. We can then clearly identify indi-
viduals from extreme consanguineous matings (sire 9 daughter, first
cousins, etc.) because inbreeding due to this recent ancestor is dis-
tinguished from the background inbreeding of remote origin (see
examples with 25% inbreeding in class Rk ⩽ 4 in dog and sheep data
analyses). Multi-HBD class models allow in turn to obtain some
information on the relatively recent demographic history of the pop-
ulation, high levels of inbreeding indicating that Ne was reduced at
some recent time in the past such as in populations under conserva-
tion or invasive populations whereas an absence of inbreeding is
indicative of a large Ne during the corresponding period. Application
to real populations then demonstrated that the model can capture
very different patterns including presence or absence of consan-
guineous matings, large Ne and low inbreeding, bottlenecks at vary-
ing time in the past, founder effects and reduced Ne due to isolation
in the past (Rk ⩾ 100). Our HMM model actually explores more
recent generations and can be considered as complementary to
approaches that infer past Ne (Li & Durbin, 2011). It is however not
intended to estimate Ne, other methods modelling IBD being better
suited to that purpose (e.g., Browning & Browning, 2015).
Using the proposed HMM to obtain information on recent
demographic history or to identify extreme consanguineous matings
based on the estimated rates of the HBD classes assumes that there
is a link between the rate of the HBD classes and the age of
inbreeding. In our model, the transition rate per Morgan is not equal
to the generational age of HBD but these quantities are related.
Indeed, the length (in Morgans) of chromosomal segments inherited
from ancestors living G generations ago is exponentially distributed
with a mean 1/G (Thompson, 2013) and 1/2G for HBD segments
that consist of a pair of IBD haplotypes inherited from the same
ancestor (2G representing the size of the inbreeding loop). Unfortu-
nately, the lengths of HBD segments originating from a given ances-
tor are not directly observed because HBD tracts can be the result
of the junction of several HBD segments (possibly inherited from
distinct ancestors). If HBD segments inherited from ancestors G gen-
erations ago have a probability x to be followed by another HBD
segment inherited from an ancestor of the same age, then the length
of the resulting HBD tract would be exponentially distributed with
expected length 1=ð2Gð1 xÞÞ. In the present model, the length of
HBD tracts is expected to be 1=ðRð1 qÞÞ. When the difference
between q and x is small, R is approximately equal to 2G and is
related to the age of the HBD segments. Factors such as the pedi-
gree structure, the distance between the markers or the size of the
inbreeding loop determine the magnitude of this difference. In some
specific mating types, x is almost null (in a first-cousin 1C mating,
HBD segments become non-HBD after a single recombination)
whereas q is equal to the inbreeding coefficient (6.25% for a 1C
mating). As an example, Leutenegger et al. (2003, 2011) estimated
the expected rate R (named a in their study and expressed according
to a genetic map in cM, i.e., R = 100a) for a few specific mating
types such as 1C (R = 6.3), double first cousins 2 9 1C (R = 6.8),
second cousins 2C (R = 8.0), avuncular AV (R = 5.7) and 4 9 2C
(R = 8.4) matings. Even if R is different from 2G in these cases, both
values remain close as the size of inbreeding loops (2G) correspond-
ing to these five different mating types are equal to 5 (AV mating), 6
(1C and 2 9 1C matings) and 8 (2C and 4 9 2C matings). Simply
setting x to 0 for these matings (assuming HBD states are followed
by non-HBD states after a recombination) and setting
1=ð2Gð1 xÞÞ ¼ 1=ðRð1 qÞÞ would yield very similar estimates for
R to those estimated above (respectively, 6.4, 6.9, 8.1, 5.7 and 8.5)
indicating that for these examples, differences between q and x
account for a large part of the differences between 2G and R. Fur-
ther using an approach similar to Leutenegger et al. (2003), we esti-
mated that the expected value of R to be equal to 12.01 and 32.02
for HBD segments originating from a common ancestor living six
(2G = 12) and 16 (2G = 32) generations ago. In summary, although
the rate R gives at least a qualitative indication and in some simple
cases a good estimation of the inbreeding age, it should more gener-
ally only be viewed as an approximation of the true size of the
inbreeding loop (in generations). Thompson (2013) stressed that esti-
mating age of inbreeding from size of HBD segments (or ROH
length) is very difficult due to the inherent stochastic nature of the
underlying recombination process. As shown by our simulations, the
estimation of R might further be influenced by other factors such as
inaccuracies in the genetic map, genotyping errors (when not
accounted for properly), presence of several HBD classes with close
rates and/or lower marker density and informativeness.
Some additional precautions must be taken regarding interpreta-
tion of the results because the model relies on three important
assumptions. First, it assumes that no mutation occurred in HBD
segments in the path between the individual and its ancestor. With
standard mutation and recombination rates (e.g., as in human or cat-
tle), few mutations per HBD segment are expected and their num-
bers are relatively constant regardless of the age as older segments
are smaller but have more time for mutations. So, as long as enough
SNPs are present per segment, the impact of mutations should be
low and accounted for by the genotyping error rate parameter. In
addition, favouring old SNPs (as in genotyping arrays or via MAF fil-
tering) is advisable. The second assumption is that the marker allele
frequencies in the base populations are known. A special attention
must be taken when working with several very different populations
and markers that have been selected based on their frequencies in
only a subset of these. When many markers are not segregating in
one population (due to ascertainment bias) but frequencies are esti-
mated across populations, they might generate spurious HBD signals.
It is therefore important either to estimate the frequencies within
population (which need a sample size large enough) or use markers
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segregating in a large number of representative populations. Finally,
the model assumes that after conditioning on the HBD state, adja-
cent markers are independent. This is obviously not the case in the
presence of LD and Polasek et al. (2010) concluded that ignoring LD
leads to upward biases in inbreeding estimates. Note that absence
of background LD is also implicit in ROH-based methods and
approaches using excess of homozygosity or the genomic relation-
ship matrix. Ideally, HMM could be extended to explicitly account
for background LD (e.g., Tang, CoramM, Zhu, & Risch, 2006; Wang
et al., 2006) but this would increase the complexity of the model
(and computational costs). Simpler strategies relying on LD pruning
to remove markers in high LD have been proposed (e.g., Gazal et al.,
2014; Leutenegger et al., 2011). Although applicable with any
method, LD pruning is however not systematically used as some
authors consider that LD might be the result of the mating of (very
distantly) related individuals (Broman & Weber, 1999) and of ancient
co-ancestry (Thompson, 2013). In addition, from a practical point of
view, reducing marker density might affect the power to identify the
shortest HBD segment (in particular for ROH-based approaches) and
their boundaries. As the approach proposed by Pemberton et al.
(2012), our multiple HBD-class models actually represent a valuable
compromise between these two strategies to deal with LD. Indeed,
it allows to partition inbreeding in different age-related classes so
that short HBD segments (belonging to classes with the highest rate
Rk) capture background LD (of ancient origin and thus of similar con-
tribution across all individuals from the population) while long HBD
segments capture inbreeding introduced by recent parental related-
ness (displaying variation among individuals). Simulations under a
Wright–Fisher process suggested that our model with multiple HBD
classes was effective even in the presence of background LD. In
addition, comparisons of our estimates with those obtained with LD-
pruned maps for the analysed human populations illustrated that the
most recent HBD classes closely corresponded to the estimators
obtained with the LD-pruned maps whereas short ROH associated
with LD patterns were captured by the more ancient HBD classes.
As other approaches identifying HBD segments of different
lengths, our model-based approach actually allows to explore
inbreeding in several dimensions: the global (FG), the local (/l) and
age variable (FðkÞG ). It has been suggested that more ancient inbreed-
ing might be less detrimental as deleterious variants are expected to
be purged from populations over time (e.g., Hinrichs, Meuwissen,
Odegard, HoltM, & Woolliams, 2007; Leroy, 2014). Yet, the number
of generations for this purging to complete depends on the popula-
tion history (e.g., Hedrick & Garcia-Dorado, 2016). For instance,
strong bottlenecks tend to reduce the intensity of selection against
deleterious variants (“the cost of domestication”) and artificial selec-
tion might favour some breeders carrying deleterious variants. With
our model, we can estimate the inbreeding depression associated
with different HBD classes. This requires appropriate data sets (indi-
viduals genotyped at high marker density to capture old inbreeding
and with own fitness records) and sufficient variation in all HBD
classes. Alternatively, recent and old inbreeding can be compared by
functional annotations of different segments. For instance, Szpiech
et al. (2013) showed that long ROH are enriched for deleterious vari-
ants in humans. We can also use our model to test for local inbreeding
depression and identify regions or variants where homozygosity seems
more deleterious (e.g., Leutenegger et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2009).
In practice, several strategies can be used to infer inbreeding in
populations with our model. First, when using only one HBD class as
in Leutenegger et al. (2003), we can either estimate a single rate
common to both HBD and non-HBD classes or a different value for
both states. The first option results in a model similar to Leutenegger
et al. (2003) and Vieira et al. (2016) (note that the model by Nara-
simhan et al. (2016) does not estimate the rate but a single-transi-
tion parameters combining R and the genetic distances) and results
in better estimates of the rate. Next, we can select the best number
of HBD classes according to the BIC criterion to compare the differ-
ent models. When evaluated under simulated data, the BIC appeared
to be conservative as the selected values were smaller or equal to
the simulated ones. Note that with this approach, we select the
number of classes that best fit the data (merging several close
classes if necessary) and not the real number of classes. Finally, we can
use a set of HBD (and non-HBD) classes with predefined rates (the
so-called MixKR models). It is then recommended to well separate
these rates (e.g., using a ratio of two or more between successive rates
to limit the overlap between the exponential distributions assumed for
the HBD segment lengths) and cover a range of generations compati-
ble with the available marker density. That strategy proved particularly
efficient in most cases as it provided accurate estimates of the overall
and local inbreeding while providing insights into the partitioning of
inbreeding in the different HBD classes and more easily comparable
results across individuals from the same population. Such a model was
only suboptimal when a single and rare HBD class was simulated
(which might not be usual in real populations) but required larger com-
putational resources as more classes are simultaneously fitted.
Several direction might be followed to improve our model, for
instance to better take into account the possibility of mutations or
to estimate the allele frequencies. Another possible extension to
capitalize on individual inbreeding for past demographic inference of
the whole population would be to explicitly relate the contribution
of each HBD class to each and every individual inbreeding to the
corresponding past effective population size (see e.g., Browning &
Browning, 2015) and further consider all the individuals jointly to
estimate these (hyper)parameters. Such a development might be
viewed as an extension of the model from an individual-oriented
framework towards population parameter inference.
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